WHITEvoid operates at the horizon where art, design and technology meet.
The studio is comprised of specialists in interaction, media and product design,
architecture, mechanical and electronic engineering. We create installations for
museums, exhibitions and trade fairs, festivals, concerts, theatre productions and
clubs. Our house brand KINETIC LIGHTS is the leading specialist in kinetic lighting.
For more than ten years our designs and products have earned awards and
worldwide recognition for delivering professionally engineered lighting equipment.

Junior TouchDesigner Developer (m/w)

WHITEvoid is looking for an aspiring and and motivated programmer with
knowledge of Derivative’s TouchDesigner, to help us develop and realize large
format kinetic and static light installations.
Over the years WHITEvoid have delivered a wide range of extraordinary projects
across the globe. From interactive installations and spaces to high-end kinetic
systems and products. TouchDesigner is a key component in our software
toolkit and lot of these projects and we are looking to expand our Berlin office
with a new team member eager to constantly learn and develop her or his skills
in our company.

YOUR TASKS:

* Join the development of our custom made Kinetic Lights control software
* Expand and adapt existing Software to new features and technologies
* Participate in delivering solutions to complex technical and artistic challenges
* On-site deployment, operation and support of projects worldwide
* Production of technical documentation and training material for our software
and staff

WE OFFER:

* Unique and exclusive projects in arts, architecture, performances and events
* Creative and independent working environment
* Great growth potential in international markets
* Outside the box projects on international scale
* Profit sharing

YOUR QUALITIES
& SKILLS:

* Experience or education in using TouchDesigner for real time applications
* OR relevant skills and experience with object oriented programming in
Python or C++ and other real time frameworks (OpenFrameworks,
Processing, MaxMSP, Cinder etc.)
* Broad scope of technical knowledge (Networking, DMX / ArtNet, audio
hardware & software etc.)
* Highly motivated to learn and grow with our company
* Effective communicator and team player
* Can work Independently and follow your initiative for improvement
* Accurate and responsible working methods

HOW TO APPLY:

If we have aroused your interest in this exciting task, send us your application
stating your salary expectations by e-mail.

CONTACT:

WHITEvoid GmbH
Ms Seda Kutlar
Koepenicker Chaussee 4
10317 Berlin
Information on our products and services:
www.whitevoid.com
www.kinetic-lights.com

T +49 30 56730919
jobs@whitevoid.com

